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1. Introduction

The growing use of computers and microprocessors in

critical application areas has resulted in large amount of

efforts being invested in assuring reliability of software. The

current standards such as IEEE Software Engineering Standards

/I/, the IEC 880 Standard /2/, lay great emphasis on software

verification and Validation (V&V), in addition to advocating

use of structured Software Development Cycle. The quality of

products of different stages of this software development cycle

ultimately tells about the quality and reliability of delivered

software. The verification and quality assessment of program

code which represents output of the implementation phase, is

one of the important V&V activity. The IEC standard, which is

applicable to safety systems of nuclear plants, lays particular

emphasis on high degree of verifiability of control flow in the

program code, high degree of testability and maintainability

and control of module level complexity. The tools described

in this report are designed to analyse the program code from

these points of view using the technique of static analysis.

The tool set consists of static analysers for Intel 8086 and

Motorola 68000 assembly language programs. The analysers

examine the program source code and generate information about

program organisation and control flow which helps in comparing

the same with design documentation.

Sections 2 describes the design, and implementation of

analysers. Section 3 describes installation of software and

code analysis procedures. Section 4 describes the user

interface to obtain the analysis results. The information in

this report is elaboration of references /3/ and /4/.

2. The Design and Implementation

2.1 Design Requirements

The design of the static analyzers was aimed at

realising the following requirements:



-To provide support in establishing correspondence between the

program code and design information as stated in design

documents.

-The verification of the functional decomposition of software

into routines and the call dependencies between them.

-To detect unreachable code.

-To determine sharing of code blocks between routines and code

fragmentation due to patching.

-To flag off certain programming practices such as use of

indirect branching (which prevents full control flow to be

determined).

-To detect loops with multiple entries and loops without exit

-To flag off use of absolute addresses or offsets in branch

instructions etc.

-To check for compliance with structured programming (use of

single-entry, single-exit loops and logic structures).

-To provide means of computing certain software metrics

relating to size and complexity of modules.

2.2 Implementation

2.2.1 Representation of Control Flow in a Program using Graphs

To obtain all the information mentioned above, a directed

graph model of the programs /5/ is constructed. This is briefly

explained below.

In a typical computer program the execution proceeds

sequentially until a decision statement is met which

conditionally transfers control to some other places in the



program. Such sequential segments of code constitute the basic

structuring element "sequence". Sequences are also called

"blocks". Thus a program can be represented by a collection of

blocks interconnected by arrows indicating possible flow of

control in the program. These interconnecting arrows create

other basic structuring elements like loops and logic

structures. Thus if we take blocks to be nodes and arrows to be

directed arcs, then we get graph model of program control flow.

Such a graph is termed Control Flow Graph (CFG) of a program. A

CFG is characterized by a set of nodes and a set of arcs. One

of the nodes is the "start node", from where the program

execution begins, A CFG is said to be well-formed if all nodes

are reachable from start node and end node is reachable from

all nodes.

Thus, to summarise, in the directed graph model of a

program each node represents sequentially executed 'block' of

code and the arcs denote the flow of control within the

program. As graphs can be used to show relations, the analyser

uses them also to depict call dependency between routines( Call

Graph) and the loop nesting. The implementation of the tool set

is briefly explained in the following section.

2.2.2 The Implementation of Tool Set

The implementation of the static analysis tool set is

shown in Fig.l. It consist of two static analysers each made-up

of a preprocessor, a graph analyser and user interface. The

later two parts are common for both analysers. The two language

dependent preprocessors read in the assembly language programs

for Intel 8086 and Motorola 68000 processors and produce

intermediate code after lexical and syntax analysis. The

intermediate code is the description of blocks in the source

code and the format is language independent. This intermediate

code then forms input to next stage which connects the blocks

using instruction semantics. The graph so generated represents

the whole code in the file and is further partitioned to obtain

graph model of individual routines i.e. control flow



graphs(CFGs). Following analyses of these CFGs are carried

out:

Reachability Analysis: To detect any unreachable code

Flow Graph Analysis: To check well-formation and structuredness

of CFGs

LOOP Structure Analysis: To check loop structuredness, loop

nesting and syntactically infinite loops

Call Graph Analyses: To build call graph and to check for

redundant routines and calls from unreachable code

Metrics Analysis: To compute size and structural complexity

metrics i.e. Lines of Executable Code (LEC), Halsteads Metrics

/6/ & McCabe's Complexity Metric /!/.

Results of all analysis are out-put to data files whiah

are then used by the powerful graphic user interface to

generate various types of outputs, as shown in Fig.l, on colour

graphic screen, multipen plotter or printer. Interface is

interactive and uses hierarchical menu structure shown in

Fig.2. The hierarchy of menu options is structured on the basis

of the streams of analysis listed above. The menu starts with

request for project in the form of path name of the directory

holding the source code files. Menu displays all the analysis

options. As seen from Fig.2, in each stream user can select a

file or subroutine, as is appropriate, to see the results.

Fig.3 shows example of a CFG of a program. Fig.4 shows a call

graph with classification of subroutines based on definitions,

use and calls from unreachable code. A report option is

provided to obtain results of all analyses in printed form.



3. Operational Description

The static analysers can be installed on PC/AT-286. The

Static analysers require both XENIX (system V) and DOS (Ver

3.2) operating systems. First part (Part 1) of the analysis is

carried out in XENIX. The second part (Part 2) of the analysis

is done under DOS. The user interface runs under DOS.

The procedures of the analysis given below is common for

both 8086 and 68000 analyser. Wherever there is any difference

it has been 3hown separately.

3.1 Installation Of Software

The installation procedure consists of following steps

(It is assumed that the XENIX utilities "CPP" and "DOSCP" are

available) ." -

The following files are to be installed in a directory in

XENIX

(a) Asmroc.exe

(b) Asmpp.exe

(a) and (b) together constitute the preprocessor. The

preprocessor does the macro substitution, collects program

entry points, deletes the comment lines and produces the bare

code.

(c) Asmax.exe

This generates the intermediate code, operator and

operand count table, label cross-reference files.

(d) Asmblk.exe

This generates the source code in blocked form for



reference,

(e) Asm86.exe for 8086 static analyser and

Asm68.exe for 68000 static analyser

(e) is the driver program for (a), (b), (c) and (d)

which does the analysis part in XENIX.

The following files are to be installed in a directory in

DOS

(a) Gen.exe

This generates data for control flow graph.

(b) Ana.exe

This checks well formation property.

(c) Mscg.exe

This generates data for loop hierarchy.

(d) Halstead.exe

This is the program for computing Halstead metrics.

(e) Blkcod.exe

This is the program for generating shared block of code

in each module of the source file.

(f) Callgrp.exe

This generates data for call graph.



(g) Statana.exe

This is driver for (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). This

program is run from "menu.exe".

(h) Analyse.exe

This is driver for (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) & (f). This

does analysis under DOS from command line.

(i) Cfcraph.exe

This is the display and plotting program for CFG.

(j) Msgraph.exe

This is the display and plotting program for loop

hierarchy.

(k) gallplot.exe

This is the display and plotting program for call graph.

(1) Menu.exe

This is the program for user interface and driver for

(f), (g), (i), (j) and (k).

3.2 Analysis Procedure

3.2.1 Analysis (Part 1) Procedure under XENIX

The source files to be analysed are kept in the

directory referred to as "project" directory. A subdirectory

"data" is created under the "project" directory where all the

data files generated during the XENIX analysis are stored.



Each source file should include the list of entry points

(i.e. module names which are defined in that file) as comment

lines at any location in the file. In the list entry points are

separated from each other by a comma. The format of the entry

point list is as given below:-

!$entry module(1),module(2),module(3), module(m)

! $entry module(m+l) ,module(m+2),. ,module(n)

program listing

!entry module(p)

program listing

The command syntax for the XENIX part of the analyser is

as follows.

For 8086 program:

asm86 <source file path name) [<output data directory>]

For 68000 program:

asm68 (source file path name> [<output data directory>]

If the output data directory option is given the data

generated in XENIX goes to this directory. Otherwise under

default condition the data goes to the subdirectory "data" of

the "project" directory ("data" subdirectory is created if it

does not exist).

Note: Any parameter inside a square bracket indicates optional

parameter.

The analyser will display the following message :-

"DO YOU WANT DOS COPY OF DATA FILES(y/n):"



If the user wants to transfer the data to DOS then the

response should be 'y'. The following message will appear on

the screen:-

"INSERT DOS FORMATTED FLOPPY IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN"

Insert a 360kb floppy in drive A to get the DOS copy of all

output files from the XENIX pass.

If the response is negative then all the data files generated

in XENIX will be stored in the default output "data" directory.

The analyser will run through different passes and those passes

will be displayed on the screen. Following messages will appear

on the screen showing which files are being transferred to the

floppy disk:-

( Only if user had asked for DOS copy on floppy )

doscp <filepath>/file.bin a:/file.bin

doscp <filepath>/file.prc a:/file.prc

doscp <filepath>/file.sym a:/file.sym

doscp <filepath>/file.pos a:/file.pos

doscp <filepath>/file.lab a:/file.lab

doscp <filepath>/file.msg a:/file.msg

doscp <filepath>/file.b a:/file.b

doscp <filepath>/file.s a:/file.asm

The analysis generates the above data files in the

specified output data directory (default directory is the

subdirectory "data" of the "project" directory). Their contents

are as explained below:

File.bin: This is the intermediate code file in binary form

describing blocking of source code in the following format:-



st_line, ! start line of the block

ed_line, ! end line of the block

block_no, ! block number

in5_type, J "type" of the last instruction in the block

def_label, ! label defined in the block if any

lab_rgt, ! label referenced in the file if any

linecount, i lines of executable instructions in the "block

strpos, ! offset of the entry point in "file.prc" if

! the entry point is defined in the block.

File.prc:

points.

This is an ascii file which contains all the entry

File.lab: This is an ascii file containing label cross

reference i.e. label name, label number, label type in the

following format:-

!label name!label number!label type!

File.sym: This is an ascii file containing different

operators, operands and their count corresponding to each

block. This is used for Halstead's metric computation. The

format of the table is as follows:-

Iblock number!total symbol!'data'

The 'data' format is:-

!symbol name[symbol count 1 symbol type|

symbol type shows whether symbol is operator or operand.
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File.pos: This is a binary file containing starting position of

each block in "file.sym".

File.msg: This is an ascii file containing error/warning

messages generated in XENIX analysis phase.

File.b: This is an ascii file containing blocked listing of

source code.

3.2.2 Error/Warning Messages generated during analysis (Part 1)

Following error messages may be generated during the

analysis done under XENIX and the analysis will terminate if

z.ny of the following error messages is displayed.

(1) Error: Memory allocation error at <function name):

There is not enough space for allocating memory which was

required in <function name).

(2) Error: [line ttlineno.]: Total number of uses of numeric

label X exceed limit:

The numeric label 'X' has been used to define more than 1000

labels in the file.

(3) Error: [line tflineno.]: Syntax error number = tterrorno:

There is syntax error at line number = # lineno. and syntax

error number is Uerromo.

Following warning messages may be generated:-

(1) Warning: [line ttlineno.]: SELF LOOP through label = label

name:

Indicates self loop at line number = 4*lineno through label =

label name.

(2) Warning: [line ttlineno.]: Branch using absolute/ indirect

addressing:

11



Indicates there is a branch using absolute / indirect

addressing at line number = tflineno.

(3) Warning, [line ttlineno.]: Subroutine call using absolute/

indirect addressing:

Indicates there is a call using absolute/indirect addressing at

line number = it lineno.

(4) Warning: [line ttlineno.]: Loop using absolute/indirect

addressing:

Indicates there is a loop using absolute/indirect addressing at

line number = ttlineno.

(5) Warning: [line ttlineno.]: Entry point "label" given at

line = tfline no. is not found in the file:

The "label" has been given as entry point in the file but the

"label" has not been defined anywhere in the file.

3.2.3 Exporting Data Files From XENIX to DOS

For transferring data files generated in XENIX to DOS the

following steps are to be carried out

(1) The steps given in 3.2.1 are to be followed.

(2) User has to exit XENIX, make DOS as current

-rr.'iroriment and steps given under Analysis under DOS are to be

followed.

:i.2.4 Analysis (Part 2) Procedure under DOS

The following steps are to be carried out under DOS.

A project directory (name can be same as the project under

<itaiysis) is to be created and all data files from the floppy

-lisk (generated under XENIX pass) are to be copied to the

project directory using the command :-



copy a:\file.* <DOS project directory>

A subdirectory "data" should be created under the project

directory

The analysis of the file can be done through the command

line or through the menu option. The syntax for invoking the

analyser from command line is

analyse <project directory>\file <output data directory>

This will analyse the sourcefile in project directory and

generate the output in data directory. To analyse the file from

menu option the command "menu" is to be executed in DOS. The

analyser will display the following message:-

ENTER THE PROJECT DIRECTORY:

The name of the project directory is to be entered. If no file

under the project directory had been analysed earlier the

analyser will automatically do the analysis of all the files

existing in the project directory. If any file under the

project had been analysed earlier the analyser will display the

following message:-

PROJECT Directory: <Project directory> Total Files <file count>

Do you want to check time stamps(Y/N):

If the response is yes the analyser will check if any new file

has been added to the project directory and it will be analysed

otherwise the user will be directly shown the main menu options

which are described under User Interface.

While the analysis is going on, the pass which is

executing at that time will be displayed on the screen.

13



Data Fil.->s Generated under DOG Analysis

The analysis under DOS generates the following data files

as output in the "dat?" subdirectory:-

F i 1 e . a g if. • This is a binary file giving link to all data files.

File b i n. This is ,~ binary file containing data for CFG.

Pi le. msc: This i:s a binary file containing data for loop

structure.

File, rch: This is an ar-.cii *" i it; containing unreachable blocks.

File. wel: Th.-. s -.s "tr. asrn. file containing information

regarding wel_for;iati-'r..

F ~ 1 e . b a 1: TVii;- :.; ?i. azc.ii file containing Halstead

parameter?.

File. .yet Th:;. = i;. s binary rile containing metrics

information " ik<r- Mcc-jbe's number, number of blocks, lines of

codes, loop nest:.rq df-pth of each module.

Zi_i_e.._"ii-i_L. Tbir i.c ari ^srii file ocntaining report.

£--_l̂ __/Lb.b_:. This- is an ascii file showing-'sharing of blocks

i a e*ic;r "".ocvle .̂r tV.e "f :.. I e . •

Fro.if-ct. r tr: This : =•; an ascii file containing all the

rou .ire rsres.

LE.CLL?::-%J.--_£M-..:. Tl i s i ; .t i r ' i r a r y f i l e c o n t a i n i n g c a l l g r a p h

m 'i t r I x .

f.̂ vii.CJLi--J3I-.:. This ir :u; rscii file containing software

metric? . i I"; f-v;_in. !vi..n;.'t, call count from reachable blocks,

-all count ir">-n -nr̂ rf-h-ib.'.e blocks.

14



Crmake.mak: This is a make file produced by the analyser in the

current directory to analyse the files in DOS project

directory. This make file is executed when time stamp checking

option is selected in menu. This assumes MAKE utility is

available in the system.

3.2.5 Messages generated during analysis under DOS

Following error messages may be generated during the

analysis done in DOS and the analysis will terminate if any of

the following messages is displayed:-

(1) Memory allocation error:

Error in allocating memory dynamically.

(2) Memory allocation in <function name>:

Error while dynamically allocating memory in the <function

name>.

(3) Too many modules:

Total number of modules in the files analysed in the project

directory is exceeding the limit of 200.

(4) <File name>: cannot be opened/created:

The <file name) cannot be opened/created.

(5) Usage: analyse project <target file> output directory:

This messages comes if the syntax of the "analyse" command

entered is not correct. This shows the correct syntax of the

"analyse" command.

(6) Failed to spawn gen process:

This message comes when the analyser fails to run the "gen"

process.

(7) Failed to spawn ana process:

15



This message comes when the analyser fails to run the "ana"

process.

(8) Failed to spawn callgrp process:

This message comes when the analyser fails to run the "callgrp"

process.

Following warning messages may be displayed on the screen

when a file is analysed:-

(1) Multiple Entry graph Terminating processing:

While doing loop analysis if a loop with multiple entry point

is encountered this message will be displayed. The analyser

will stop further processing of the loop.

(2) No Entry Node Found ...... Terminating processing:

This is an error check for the analyser and should not occur

normally.

Following messages may be displayed while selecting

different menu options:-

(1) Memory Allocation Error:

There is error while allocating memory dynamically.

(2) Data Reading Error:

There is error while reading data which was generated by the

previous passes.

(3) Invalid Data:

Data which is read from the file generated by the previous

passes is invalid.

(4) Leading Diagonal Element Zero:

This message may come if there is a computation error while

irawing graphs.

(5) Invalid Node Number:

16



This message will be displayed if a node number is entered

which does not exist in the control flow graph.

(6) Invalid Loop Number:

This message will be displayed if a loop number is entered

which does not exist in the loop hierarchy graph.

(7) Too many nodes ! Graph will be clipped:

This message will come if graph is too big to draw in a single

screen.

(8) Error in data format in file:

This message may be displayed because of data corruption.

(9) Write Error:

(10) Read Error:

(11) Seek Error:

These messages may be displayed if there is any error during
file handling.

(12) Printer Not Ready.. Abort(y/n):

This message will come if printer is not ready.

(13) Plotter Not Ready.. Abort(y/n):

This message will come if plotter is not ready.

(14) Out of Paper:

This message will come if printer is out off paper.

(15) Image size > 64kb:

This message may be displayed if an attempt is made to store a

bitimage of size more than 64kb.

(16) No Data Found:

This message may be displayed if data is not found for any

particular option.

17



(17) Single Node:

This message will be displayed if there is single node in "the

control flow graph.

(10) No Loop:

This message will be displayed if there is no loop in the

module.

18



4. Oaer Interface

The user interface to the static analyser and information

viewer is pull down menu driven. At the DOS prompt the user has

to type the command 'menu'. It will ask for project directory

as shown in Fig. 5, the user is required to type the full DOS

path for the directory where all the output files from the pass

carried out under XENIX are stored. If the project is being

analysed for the first time the DOS part of the static

analyser is called and the files are automatically analysed. If

new files are added to the existing analysed files in the

project or some files were reanalysed(in XENIX pass) then the

user has option as shown in Fig. 6 to analyse the files added

by answering to question in affirmative or view the previous

data by replying no.

The menu structure is pull down overlapping box type and

the option selection is shown by a coloured band, navigation

across the menu boxes is done by arrow keys ( ! and | ) on the

numeric keypad and selection of a particular option is

activated by the enter key. At the first level the following

options are available.

(1.1) View Files

(1.2) Call Graph

(1.3) Control Flow Graph(CFG)

(1.4) Loop Hierarchy . -

(1.5) Report Summary

(1.6) Metric Distribution

(1.7) ' Unreachable Code

(1.8) Message Files

(1.9) DOS Shell

(1.10) Exit

The numbers in the bracket show the hierarchy of that option in

the total menu structure. This notation is followed in the

following text also. The screen dump of this menu is shown in

Fig. 7.

19



(1.1) View Files

This option will display names of all source files

analysed.

(1.2) Call Graph

This option, if selected, displays the call graph of the

project so far analysed. Here the modules are classified into

four types as explained in the table T. 1. The legends used in

display are shown in Fig. 11.

Table T. 1

Classification of modules in the call graph

Module Type Description

1 Routines defined

and called

2 Routines defined

but not called

3 Routines called

but not defined

4 Undefined routines

called from

unreachable block also

On this callgraph display, the following options are available

(1.2.1) Node Types

(1.2.2) Call Strings

(1.2.3) Plotter

20



(1.2.1) Node Types

This option displays the total number of modules in the

project and number of modules of each of the four types as

explained earlier.

(..2.2) Call String

This option displays the name of the module represented in

the call graph by the node number. The other information

displayed are Fan-in, Fan-out, No of calls to this module from

reachable code and no of calls to this module from unreachable

code and type of the node.

(1.2.3) Plotter

This option will plot the callgraph on the plotter. The

module names are printed at the bottom with their respective

types marked as explained in table T. 1.

(1.3) Control Flow Graph

This option displays the control flow graph of a module.

The user has to first select the file and then module from the

file box and module box successively. This is same for options

1.4, 1.5, 1.7 and 1.8. If the graph is too big to be displayed

on the screen it is divided into pages and the current page the

user is viewing is highlighted on the right corner of the

screen along with the no of pages. Pages can be scrolled by

arrow keys. The legends are shown in Fig. 12. With control flow

graph on screen the following options are available

(1.3.1) Software Metrics

(1.3.2) Well Formation

(1.3.3) Node Content

(1.3.4) Routines Called

(1.3.5) Plotter
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(1.3.1) Software Metrics

This option displays the following sub menu from which the

required metric can be chosen for display.

(1.3.1.1) Halstead's Metric

(1.3.1.2) McCabe's Number

(1.3.1.3) Number of lines of code

(1.3.2) Well formation

This option displays the information regarding well

formation of the CFG. If the CFG is not well formed it will

display the nodes which cannot reach the exit node. If there

exists indirect memory reference or conditional call in the CFG

the corresponding node numbers are shown. If the well formation

property could not be checked because of no proper return out

of the module, then the message " There is no exit node in this

module" is displayed.

(1.3.3) Node Content

User can view the source code corresponding to a

particular node. Once the node number is given it will display

the source code for that node in yellow color and code

corresponding to other nodes will be displayed in green color.

By pressing up and down arrow keys the entire source code for

that module can be seen on the screen.

Note: In case of multiple exit points from a module, for

display pui-pose they are all connected to a common node which

is actually fictitious and thus has no correspondence to the

actual source code. If the user asks for node content of such a

node the display will show the node content of the module with

the node (node - 1) content highlighted and the message " Dummy

Node" will be flashed.
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(1.3.4) Routines Called

This option displays the labels called from the currently

displayed module. The display consists of labels, nodes at

which call to this label occur and actual source line number.

This is displayed in a box and if total number of calls exceeds

the box size it can be scrolled up and down by pgup/pgdn keys.

(1.3.5) Plotter

This option will plot the CFG on the plotter. At the

bottom of the page all pertinent metrics are printed.

(1.4) Loop Hierarchy

This option displays the loop hierarchy in the module.

The display is essentially a tree and the first node is hatched

and depicts the module and other nodes represent contained

loops. The legends for display are shown in Fig. 13. The

following options are available here

(1.4.1) Loop Content

(1.4.2) Plotter

(1.4.1) Loop Content

This option will display the following information about

the loop asked for

(a) Type of loop structured, multiple exit etc.)

(b) Member nodes of this loop

(c) Entry node(s)

(d) Exit node(s)

(1.4.2) Plotter

Draws the Loop hierarchy on the plotter.
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(1.5) Report Suwary

This option displays/prints the textual report generated

for each file in the project. The following options are

available here.

(1.5.1) Detailed Report For The File

(1.5.2) Brief Report For The File

(1.5.3) Detailed Report For The Module

(1.5.4) Brief Report For The Module

The screen dump of the option (1.5.3) is shown in Fig. 8. The

report for each module consists of

(a) Report header containing file name and module name

(b) Total number of blocks in the module

(c) Lines of executable code in the module

(d) McCabe's number

(e) Halstead's Metrics ( Only for detailed report}

(f) Information for Loop structure : This consists of loop

types and loop structure details. The structure details

are only printed in case of detailed report option.

(g) Fan-in, Fan-out, no of calls to this module and no of calls

to this module from unreachable blocks

(h) Labels called from this module ( Only for detailed option)

In case of report for the full file the header contains file

name and date/time when file was analysed, followed by list of

unreachable blocks in the file. This is followed by module wise

report in the format explained above.

(1.6) Metric Distribution

This option shows distribution of metrics of the project

as a whole. The screen dump for this option is shown in Fig. 9.

The following options are available here.
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(1.6.1) Histogram

(1.6.2) Pie Chart

(1.6.3) Statistics

(1.6.1) Histogram

This option displays distribution of modules on the basis

of chosen metric in the form of histogram. The metrics

available are

(a) McCabe's Number

(b) No of blocks per module

(c) Lines of Executable Code per module

(d) Loop Nesting depth in module

The user has to input the class intervals and if the class

interval is too small, the display is generated in multiple

screens and can be scrolled by pressing arrow ( -> and <- )

keys on the numeric keypad. It can also be plotted. In case of

plotting if the class interval is too small and cannot be

plotted on a single sheet of paper the user has options to

either omit certain details ( such as empty class intervals) so

that it can be plotted on a single sheet or the entire

distribution can be plotted on multiple pieces of papers.

(1.6.2) Pie Chart

This option displays the brake-up of structured and

unstructured loops as percentage of total no of loops in the

project in the form of pie chart.

(1.6.3) Statistics

This is a facility by which the user can extract the

modules having metric values above / below the desired

thresholds. Once selected this option will display three boxes.

Box 1 will show the metrics, box 2 will show the conditions and

box 3 will show whether default metric value is chosen or user
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defined. First the condition is to be chosen and then the

value. Once a particular metric and its conditional expression

are chosen the cursor automatically goes to the next metric. If

the user wants to skip a particular metric the esacpe key can

be pressed. The modules are collected after and-ing all

conditions and are displayed as file, name of module and the

metrics values. The boxes as seen on the screen are shown in

Fig. 10.

(1.7) Unreachable blocks

This option will show all blocks which do not belong to

any module and thus are unreachable. It is shown in a box and

can be scrolled up and down.

(1.8) Message File

This option will display all messages generated during

the static analysis phase carried out under XENIX. Typically it

may contain messages about indirect memory addressing, self

loops etc.

(1.9) DOS Shell

Any DOS command can be executed without leaving the menu

by selecting this option. Once selected the user will be

temporarily taken to DOS prompt and can once again come back to

main menu level by typing exit.

(1.10) Exit

Quits the user interface and takes back to DOS prompt.

5.Examples

Few sample outputs taken from some of the projects are

explained below. Figs. 14 and 15 show some CFGs. In Fig. 14

the arrow shown on node 4 indicates that there exists an
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indirect jump the address of which cannot be determined. Fig.

15 shows a complicated CFG with many loops and Fig. 16 shows

the loop hierarchy of the same module. The report format for

this module is shown in Fig. 17.
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